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No Limits: mæsh by TOUCAN-T 

Tiles with no optical limits  

 

The days of static hierarchies and stereotypical structures are history: 

In Working World 4.0, office culture is being rethought. Because 

networking and inspiration are the source of all innovation. 

Combining open and enclosed spaces, traffic routes and working 

zones, a work environment can be flexibly adapted to the people’s 

needs and keep developing with them. The quality of living that 

reflects the lifestyle of increasingly young staff is conveyed by the 

clear structures, bright colours and stimulating interiors through a 

wide range of references to nature. Serving as an emotional anchor, 

the identity-creating furnishing details give the office a soul. Feeling 

at home, employees bring their best ideas to light here. Through these 

three product environments, TOUCAN-T responds to the associated 

challenges . Limits in textile floor coverings are yesterday’s stuff. 

TOUCAN-T has just discovered the infinity of options. This is how 

pure flexibility is presented by the carpet manufacturer at the Munich 

BAU Fair from 16 to 21 January 2017. The innovative collection mash 

by TOUCAN-T is the focal point of the exhibition. Featuring the finest 

division, its 3D-structure, adjustable in a thread-like manner, opened 

up a hitherto unpredictable variety and surface homogeneity. The 

PLANKX by TOUCAN-T textile design planks combine the advantages 

of textile floor coverings with the expressive power of design floors. 

Here, the photo-realistic print is used to stage the use-oriented, 

scenic performances with a feel-good factor. The GALA by TOUCAN-T 

broadloom material makes the interplay of both the invigorating 

colour and fascinating structure a space-shaping experience. 

 

Where creativity knows no limits, agile, multifunctional open-space 

structures come onto the stage. With the digital transformation coming up, 
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any renounced hierarchies and silo mentalities are sent into history. Digital 

resources are accessed at any time and from any location, so separating 

your job from your private well-being lifestyle is no longer what you need in 

the workplace 4.0. However, as teamwork and knowledge transfer are 

getting increasingly digitised, any physical coexistence is becoming rare. 

As a consequence, the real encounter at the workplace regains its 

importance and appreciation. Working conditions with premises which can 

be adapted to different needs are therefore becoming the key factor for any 

employer’s attractiveness. Equalising communication and rest zones 

spatially, city-like structures with their functional areas and traffic arteries 

form at the same time a framework for spontaneous, direct or informal 

communication. Smart room divisions make work-flows flexible, intelligent 

and collaborative, both attractive and efficient. Depending on their needs, 

employees can work alone or together, use either focused workplaces for 

concentrated work or retreats for their relaxation. A crucial role in providing 

spatial identity and a sense of home is played by the interior design. Acting 

as a stimulus, functional details and a homely atmosphere create a feel-

good atmosphere. Not only for all those organic shapes, undisturbed sight 

axes and warmth-radiating materials such as wood and textiles, the 

atmosphere also proves relaxed thanks to the carefully coordinated colour 

concepts. In addition to an inspiring design, room acoustics play a decisive 

role in stimulating both creativity and concentration in these open office 

landscapes.  

 

A fine division thanks to 60 per cent more stitches 

Based on both a visionary design competence and state-of-the-art 

technologies, boundless design options are opened up by TOUCAN-T to 

produce highly flexible working environments. In this context, the latest 

example is the innovative mash by TOUCAN-T tile collection. A great 

success at the 2016 Orgatec in Cologne, it stands for No Limits! – pattern 

diversity without frontiers. This  
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extraordinary power of design is paired with an optically seamless overall 

impression through its unique 3D effect. This effect is produced by its 

thread-accurately variable high-low structure. This is made possible by the 

latest tufting technology. It works with 16 needles per inch (2.54 cm), 

whereas conventional machines only use ten needles on the same surface. 

Each thread can be individually controlled by 1,400 electronically controlled 

servomotors and yarn feeding rollers. This allows defining each individual 

polka dot in its height and realising any design. Additional accents in the 

structure are set by set by partial shearing. The finer division and a thinner 

pole yarn than usual make the patterns particularly brilliant. For if each 

stitch equates to a pixel, the image resolution becomes much more detailed 

by the one-third smaller pixel spacing. This picture quality would even allow 

the reproduction of photos. It is not only in the graphic resolution, however, 

but also at the seams that this fine division plays out its strengths. 

Combined with the 3D effect enabled by the refined high-depth structures, 

the tile is given a surface homogeneity similar to that of a web material. 

 

Four optics with infinite potential 

The BAU exhibition platform is welcoming mash by TOUCAN-T in four 

different optics. While, with the SHADE, organic shapes are blended to 

create soft shadows, the HASH uses rhombuses and lines to create 

graphic hash-tags and provide a dynamic impression of space. In the fine 

pattern of the CLOSE, the love for stylish details is revealed, whereas the 

FUSION plays the trio of additional trumps in the three-dimensional surface 

show featuring a partial cut-loop effect. Each of these optics in earthy tones 

is also available in a colour-intensive version. But these four optics are just 

the beginning, a small hint of the huge variety of options. When laying, they 

give each space a distinctive face. Namely, as with any other tile 

manufacturers, mash by TOUCAN-T is produced in web width, but 

designed as a tile for the space effect. Whether as an all-over structure tile, 

with a graphic pattern or in an abstract design – mash by TOUCAN-T can 

respond to any trend ad hoc and without a minimum order quantity. The 
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mash by TOUCAN-T not only looks fascinating, but, with its durability value 

33, is also extremely resilient. It is made of ECONYL®, a high-quality 

Aquafil polyamide yarn produced from recycled materials without any loss 

of quality, by which its life cycle sustainability is significantly improved. For 

acoustically sensitive areas, the innovative tiles can be equipped with the 

T-SONIC sound barrier. A 0.3 value is guaranteed – without sacrificing its 

resilience. For TOUCAN-T, the No Limits! statement is a commitment: 

Nothing is impossible for mash by TOUCAN-T. With its boundless variety of 

patterns, this structural tile is a true all-purpose talent.  

 
7,064 signs including spaces  
  
 
TOUCAN-T Carpet Manufacture GmbH 

The family-run TOUCAN-T Carpet Manufacture GmbH was established in 

1987 in Krefeld, Germany. High quality tufted materials and high 

performance textile floor coverings are combined with the classic values of 

traditional manufacturers. Uniqueness in design, tailor-made solutions with 

user-oriented functionality and all prestigious seals of approval and 

environmental certificates for the entire product range demonstrate the 

intention to create the extraordinary. A measurable contribution has been 

made by the TOUCAN-T carpets and tiles to the certification by DGNB, 

LEED or Green Label Plus standards. With around 70 employees and 

exclusive international partners TOUCAN-T is represented close to the 

market everywhere.  

 
 
For more information:  Reprint free, please provide  

your slip-on to:  
TOUCAN-T Carpet Manufacture GmbH  impetus.PR  
St. Töniser-Strasse 84  Ursula Herrling-Tusch  
D-47803 Krefeld  Charlottenburger Allee 27-29  
Phone: +49 2151/84 19-0  D-52068 Aachen  
Fax: +49 2151/84 19-99  Phone: +49 (0) 241 / 189 25-10 
E-Mail: info@toucan-t.de  Fax: +49 (0) 241 / 189 25-29  
www.toucan-t.de  E-Mail: herrling-   
                                                                                                                   tusch@impetus-pr.de 
 


